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Abstract
The polyvariance of a static analysis is the degree to which it structurally differentiates approximations of program values. Polyvariant techniques come in a number of different flavors that represent alternative heuristics for managing the trade-off an analysis
strikes between precision and complexity. For example, call sensitivity supposes that values will tend to correlate with recent call
sites, object sensitivity supposes that values will correlate with the
allocation points of related objects, the Cartesian product algorithm
supposes correlations between the values of arguments to the same
function, and so forth.
In this paper, we describe a unified methodology for implementing and understanding polyvariance in a higher-order setting (i.e.,
for control-flow analyses). We do this by extending the method
of abstracting abstract machines (AAM), a systematic approach
to producing an abstract interpretation of abstract-machine semantics. AAM eliminates recursion within a language’s semantics by
passing around an explicit store, and thus places importance on the
strategy an analysis uses for allocating abstract addresses within
the abstract heap or store. We build on AAM by showing that the
design space of possible abstract allocators exactly and uniquely
corresponds to the design space of polyvariant strategies. This allows us to both unify and generalize polyvariance as tunings of a
single function. Changes to the behavior of this function easily recapitulate classic styles of analysis and produce novel variations,
combinations of techniques, and fundamentally new techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors and Optimization
Keywords Polyvariance; Static analysis; Control-flow analysis;
Abstract interpretation; Abstract allocation; Context sensitivity

1.

Introduction

In the past 35 years since call-sensitive data-flow analysis was introduced by Sharir and Pnueli [51], a wide variety of both subtly
and essentially distinct forms of polyvariant static analysis have
been explored in the literature. The polyvariance of a static analysis, broadly construed, is the degree to which program values at
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runtime are broken into a multiplicity of distinct static approximations of their dynamic behavior. This is consistent with previous
uses of the term, although the exact nature of its broad diversity of
uses has not previously been well explored or formalized for any
particular methodology.
For example, consider a function applied on different values
across more than one call site—an identity function applied on both
true and false in Racket [48]:
... 0 (let ([id (lambda (x) x)])
1
(id #f)
2
(id #t))
A monovariant analysis is one which maintains only a single structurally distinct approximation, a single variant, or a single flow set
(in the nomenclature of flow analysis) that over-approximates the
behavior of all possible values for each syntactic variable or intermediate expression. Although the variable x may become bound to
#f when called from e1 (i.e., the first call site, 1 (id #f)) and #t
when called from e2 (i.e., the second call site, 2 (id #t)), a monovariant analysis will merge these values and produce only a single
flow set {#t, #f} for x (or perhaps {bool}, >, etc., depending on
the representation of abstract values and widening used).
A more polyvariant analysis by contrast, would allow for a
larger number of distinct flow sets, a choice which has the potential to increase analysis complexity, analysis precision, or both, depending on the target of analysis. The seminal and still most widely
used form of polyvariance, k-call sensitivity, distinguishes one context for each call trace or call history of length k that precedes a
syntactic binding site. In our example above, even a 1-call sensitive
analysis (e.g., Shivers’ 1-CFA) would be enough to keep the values
#t and #f from merging in a single flow set for x. A 1-call sensitive
analysis produces two distinct flow sets for x in this program. One
is unique to both x and the first call site e1 , the other is unique to
both x and the second call site e2 .
A wide gamut of polyvariant techniques has been discussed in
the literature [1, 2, 4, 6, 14–16, 19, 20, 22, 26, 29–33, 41–44, 51–
53, 59, 60], comprised of both subtle variations and completely disparate strategies from methods and applications like type systems,
abstract interpretations, and constraint-based analyses. While many
of these designs and presentations share elements in common, each
was designed and implemented separately with rather little work
focused on unifying or connecting distinct implementations and
strategies [2, 14, 53].
We present a new methodology which both unifies and generalizes the myriad strategies for polyvariance as tunings of a single
function, an abstract allocator. We show that the design space of
polyvariance uniquely and exactly corresponds to the design space
of tunings for this function and that no possible tuning can lead to
an unsound analysis. All classic flavors of polyvariance can be easily recapitulated using our methodology and we are able to derive

novel variations by generalizing each. By proving that no tuning of
allocation is unsound, and by permitting arbitrary instrumentation
of a core flow analysis to guide the behavior of this function, we are
able to show that all conceivable sound strategies for polyvariance
may be implemented in a parametric abstract semantics.
1.1

Contributions

We make the following novel contributions:
1. We import the a posteriori soundness approach [38] to show
that all possible allocators yield a sound analysis and explain
why allocation uniquely allows this exceptionally liberal soundness process.
2. We formalize the meaning of the term polyvariant for AAMstyle flow analyses in terms of possible strategies for allocation.
We show how all conceivable sound strategies for polyvariance
are exactly encompassed by the design space of allocators.
3. We apply this perspective to resolving an ambiguity in the
original formulation of k-CFA.
4. We survey a variety of classic styles of polyvariance and show
how each can be encoded as an allocator. We further illustrate
how our new perspective permits each to be easily generalized
or combined with other strategies.
5. We show that the design space of strategies for allocation even
encompasses the store sensitivity lost through store widening
and the environment sensitivity lost through closure conversion.
1.2

Outline

Section 2 introduces the wide design space of existing strategies
for polyvariance and explores the central challenges in designing a
suitable (effective and efficient) form of polyvariance, motivating
our new approach.
Section 3 explains the main idea of our approach informally and
introduces the required insights which make it possible.
Section 4 reviews AAM, formalizing a concrete semantics and
an abstract semantics which approximates it. We discuss crucial
concepts such as store widening and soundness.
Section 5 discusses the role of allocation within AAM, presents
the a posteriori soundness theorem (liberalizing our previous
soundness constraints to cover all tunings of allocation) and explains why allocation is uniquely suitable for this process. We
generalize the framework of Section 4 to a parametric semantics
that encompasses all possible allocation behaviors and explain the
importance of leaving instrumentation as an open parameter.
Section 6 surveys a variety of fundamental styles of polyvariance, encoding each within our parametric semantics, and showing
how each can be generalized to new styles of polyvariance or combined with other strategies. We show that no degree of precision lost
from either store widening or closure conversion is fundamentally
out of reach when using our method (these degrees of precision are
also forms of polyvariance within our framework).

2.

Myriad Styles of Polyvariance

Following Sharir and Pnueli [51], call sensitivity was used by
Jones, Muchnick, and Harrison [19, 26] in the ‘80s and then generalized to control-flow analysis of higher-order languages (k-CFA)
by Shivers [52]. The ‘90s saw a broader exploration of different
strategies for polyvariance, including a polynomial-time approximation for call-sensitive higher-order flow analysis by Jagannathan
and Weeks [21] and Agesen’s Cartesian product algorithm (CPA)
[1], an enhancement for type recovery algorithms. A variety of
polyvariant type systems emerged, the preponderance of which are
call sensitive [2, 4, 20, 29, 43, 44, 59]. Ideas from type systems

also found their way back into flow analyses [2, 7]; for example, inspired by let-polymorphism, Wright and Jagannathan [60]
presents polymorphic splitting, a style of call sensitivity that varies
the degree of sensitivity on a per-function basis using the let-depth
of each function as its heuristic. Milanova et al. [41] introduces another very different style of polyvariance, object sensitivity, which
uses a history of the allocation points of objects to differentiate
program contexts. Like call sensitivity, object sensitivity forms a
well-ordered design space of increasingly precise analyses that may
reach concrete (precise) evaluation only in its limit. Growing evidence (particularly for points-to analysis of Java) supports the idea
that object-sensitive analyses tend to be more effective and efficient
than call-sensitive ones for object-oriented targets [6, 30–33, 42].
Recently, Smaragdakis et al. [53] has generalized object sensitivity
to a wider range of variations and introduced a new approximation
of these called type sensitivity.
Different styles of polyvariance may be viewed as different
heuristics for managing the trade-off between complexity and precision in a static analysis. Call sensitivity supposes that program
values will tend to correlate with recent call sites (or the surrounding few stack frames) and allows for more complexity in a way
which is capable of expressing these correlations. For targets where
this is a good heuristic, a greater number of more precise flow sets
will result. For targets where it is not, a greater number of equally
imprecise flow sets may result. Object sensitivity supposes that program values will tend to correlate with the allocation point of a
function’s receiving object (and the allocation point of its allocating object in turn, and so forth). The Cartesian product algorithm
supposes that program values for one argument to a function will
correlate with program values for other arguments to the same function. Polymorphic splitting supposes that more deeply nested function definitions will benefit from a greater degree of call history
than less deeply nested definitions. Each strategy for polyvariance
represents a gambit on the part of an analysis designer that targets
of the analysis will tend to behave in a certain way.
2.1

Toward Better Trade-offs

To further illustrate this point, consider a max function:
... 0 (let ([max (lambda (a b) (if (> a b) a b))])
1
(max 0 1)
2
(max "a" "at"))
As before, a 1-call sensitive analysis will be precise enough to keep
the values 0 and "a" from merging; however, if max is η-expanded
k times, a k-call sensitive analysis will not be enough to keep the
approximation for a’s behavior from becoming {int, string} (in
the case of a type recovery, or {0, "a"} for a constant propagation).
In a sense this is not imprecise because neither of these are spurious values for a. Even from this context-agnostic perspective however, spurious inter-argument patterns are being implied between
the approximations for a and b. It appears that max could be invoked on both an integer and a string at the same time. To eliminate
this kind of imprecision, the Cartesian product algorithm builds
up whole tuples of arguments for each function, preserving these
inter-argument patterns and eliminating the possibility of calls like
(max "a" 1). For the function max, CPA has the same complexity
as k-CFA but yields significantly greater precision. For a different
function, one where all such inter-argument combinations are possible, CPA will exhaustively enumerate all combinations at great
expense, while k-CFA implies them at no additional cost. For different targets of analysis, or even different portions of the same
target of analysis, different styles of polyvariance can exhibit very
different efficacies in yielding degrees of precision (or efficiencies
at yielding the same degree of precision).

Strategy
Univariance
Monovariance
1-CFA
Call-Only Sensitivity
Call+Return Sensitivity
Polymorphic Splitting
Object Sensitivity
Closure Sensitivity
Zeroth-Argument Sensitivity
Store Sensitivity
Concrete Evaluation

Allocator
] > (x, ς˜) , >
alloc
] 0CFA (x, ς˜) , x
alloc
] 1CFA (x, (call , , )) , (x, call )
alloc
]
alloc callonly (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) , (x, ι̃)
] calls (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) , (x, ι̃)
alloc
] Lcalls (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) , (x, ι̃)
alloc
] obj (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, (σ̃O , Õ))) , (x, Õ)
alloc
] clo (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, (σ̃O , Õ))) , (x, Õ)
alloc
] arg (x, ((ae f ae 0 . . . ), . . .)) , (x, T (Ã(ae 0 , ς˜)))
alloc
] ss (x, (call , . . . , (ι̃, ρ̃Σ , σ̃Σ ))) , (x, call , ρ̃Σ , σ̃Σ )
alloc
] ⊥ (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃))) , (x, |dom(σ̃)|)
alloc
0

Instrumentation
None
None
None
Tracks a history of only call sites
Tracks a history of call and return points
Tracks a variable history of call sites
Tracks a history of per-object allocation points
Tracks a history of per-closure creation points
None
Rebuilds per-state stores lost by store widening
None

Figure 1. A selection of allocators.
Similar trade-offs can be described for other forms of polyvariance and each further intersects with the well-known paradox of
flow analysis that greater precision can, in practice, lead to smaller
model sizes and faster runtimes [60]. While establishing better
guarantees of analysis efficiency does correlate inversely with guarantees of analysis precision in absolute terms, analyses with more
precise information for data flows will often have more precise control flows and explore a smaller overall model. Scaling polyvariant
flow analysis to larger programs written in dynamic languages like
Racket/Scheme, Python, or JavaScript, hinges on being able to reliably make good trade-offs and exploit this paradox; otherwise, the
global use of polyvariance (for nearly all the varieties mentioned)
yields an exponential-time analysis in the worst case due to the
structure of environments in a higher-order setting [40, 56]. (The
exception among the techniques mentioned is the poly-k-CFA of
Jagannathan and Weeks [21] which effectively uses flat environments.)
Much work has gone into simply defining a correct semantics
for Python and JavaScript [18, 49, 54], with perhaps the most compelling effort (at least, for the purposes of constructing a static analysis) being Guha et al.’s λJS [17] and its successor, Politz et al.’s
λS5 [47]. This approach reduces programs to a simple core language consisting of fewer than 35 syntactic forms, reifying the hidden and implicit complexity of full JavaScript as explicit complexity written in the core language. Desugaring is appealing for analysis designers as it gives a simple and precise semantics to abstract;
however, it also presents one of the major obstacles to precise analysis as it adds a significant runtime environment and layers of indirection through it. Consider an example the authors of λS5 use
to motivate the need for their carefully constructed semantics: []
+ {} yields the string "[object Object]". Strangely enough,
this behavior is correct as defined by the ECMAScript specification for addition—a complex algorithm encompassing a number
of special cases which can interact in unexpected ways [13]. The
desugaring process for λS5 replaces addition with a function call to
%PrimAdd from the runtime environment. %PrimAdd in-turn calls
%ToPrimitive on both its arguments before breaking into cases.
This means that for any uses of addition to return precise results, or
likely anything other than >, a k-call-sensitive analysis requires an
intractable k ≥ 2.
One potential solution might be to use the flat environments
of poly-k-CFA or Might et al.’s mCFA [40], however in the case
of a language like Racket or Scheme, the frequent idiomatic use
of higher-order functions could make this impractical for getting
needed precision in the structure of environments. What seems to
be needed are increasingly nuanced, introspective, and adaptive
forms of polyvariance which better suit their targets and the proper-

ties we may wish to prove or discover for them. For example, a recent development shows that the polyvariance of continuations can
be adapted in a way which guarantees perfect stack precision (i.e.,
perfect return flows [11, 12, 24, 58]) at no asymptotic complexity overhead [16], a quite ideal trade-off between complexity and
precision obtained through a subtle refinement of the polyvariance
used. The direction of research in this area and the challenges of
precisely modeling dynamic higher-order programming languages
suggests an important development would be an easy way to adjust the polyvariance of a flow analysis (in theory and in practical
implementations) that is both always safe and fully general.

3.

The Big Picture

We develop a unified approach to encoding all and only sound
forms of polyvariance, as tunings of an allocation function. We
show that the design space of polyvariance uniquely and exactly
circumscribes the design space of tunings for this function and
that no possible allocation strategy can lead to an unsound analysis. This leads us to the main idea of this paper: allocation characterizes polyvariance. All classic flavors of polyvariance can be
easily recapitulated using our methodology and we are able to derive novel variations by generalizing each. Furthermore, all possible variations on allocation yield a sound polyvariant analysis.
There are thus two directions to consider: that every allocation
strategy gives rise to a sound polyvariant analysis, and that every
sound polyvariant analysis can be implemented by an allocation
strategy. We employ the a posteriori soundness process of Might
and Manolios [38] to show that every allocator results in a sound
analysis. This means we may instrument our core flow analysis
arbitrarily to guide the allocator and so long as this extension to
our analysis only impacts the store through the narrow interface
of allocation, no instrumentation may lead to an unsound flow
analysis. Furthermore, every form of polyvariance is expressible
through this interface and we may express any allocation behavior
by permitting any instrumentation. All forms of polyvariance are
ways of merging and differentiating flow sets. In a store-passingstyle interpreter, this is determined by the addresses we allocate.
In Figure 1, we summarize a selection of the styles of polyvariance we survey in Section 6. For each of these, classic styles of
polyvariance and novel variations, there is a pair of an allocation
function and an instrumentation that encodes it. For example, the
instrumentation for k-call sensitivity adds tracking of k-length call
histories to the analysis so that a call-sensitive allocator may produce addresses unique to both the syntactic variable being allocated
for and the current approximate calling context.

4.

Abstracting Abstract Machines

This section reviews the AAM methodology we build upon, developing a concrete semantics for a simple language and abstracting it to obtain a monovariant approximation. We follow this with
an explanation of the traditional strategy for proving soundness,
and of store widening—an essential approximation for obtaining a
tractable, polynomial-time analysis.
Static analysis by abstract interpretation proves properties of
a program by running code through an interpreter powered by
an abstract semantics that approximates the behavior of an exact concrete semantics. This process is a general method for analyzing programs and serves applications such as program verification, malware/vulnerability detection, and compiler optimization, among others [8–10, 35]. Van Horn and Might’s approach of
abstracting abstract machines (AAM) uses abstract interpretation
of abstract machines for control-flow analysis (CFA) of functional
(higher-order) programming languages [25, 37, 57]. The AAM
methodology is flexible in allowing a high degree of control over
how program states are represented. AAM provides us with a general method for automatically abstracting an arbitrary small-step
abstract-machine semantics to obtain an approximation in a variety
of styles. Importantly, one such style aims to focus all unboundedness in a semantics on the machine’s address-space. This makes the
strategy used for the allocation of addresses crucial to the precision
and complexity of the analysis, and as we will see in Section 6, its
polyvariance.
4.1

A Concrete Operational Semantics

This section reviews the process of producing a formal operational
semantics for a simple language [46], specifically, the untyped λcalculus in continuation-passing style (CPS). CPS constrains call
sites to tail position so functions may never return; instead, callers
must explicitly pass a continuation forward to be invoked on the
result [45]. This makes our semantics tail recursive (small-step) and
easier to abstract while entirely eliding the challenges of manually
managing a stack and its abstraction, a process previously discussed
in the context of AAM [24, 57]. Using an AAM that explicitly
models the stack in a precise manner (and allows for adjustable
allocation) has also been recently addressed [16].
CPS is a widely used transformation for compiler optimization
and program analysis [3]. If the transformation to CPS records
which lambdas correspond to continuations, a program may again,
along with any optimizations and analysis results, be precisely
reconstituted in direct-style form. This means the advantages of
CPS can be utilized without compromise or loss of information
[28]. The grammar structurally distinguishes between call-sites
call and atomic-expressions ae:
call ∈ Call ::= (ae ae . . . ) | (halt)
lam ∈ Lam ::= (λ (x . . . ) call )
ae ∈ AE ::= lam | x
x ∈ Var is a set of program variables
Instead of specifically affixing each expression with a unique label,
we assume two identical expressions occurring separately in a
program are not equal. While a direct-style language with a variety
of continuations (e.g., argument continuations, let-continuations,
etc.), or extensions such as recursive-binding forms, conditionals,
mutation, or primitive operations, would add complexity to any
semantics, they do not affect the concepts we are exploring and
so are left out.
We define the evaluation of programs in this language using a
relation (→Σ ), over states of an abstract-machine, which determines
how the machine transitions from one state to another. States (ς)
range over control expression (a call site), binding environment,

and value store components:
ς ∈ Σ , Call × Env × Store
ρ ∈ Env , Var * Addr
σ ∈ Store , Addr * Value
a ∈ Addr , Var × N
v ∈ Value , Clo
clo ∈ Clo , Lam × Env
Environments (ρ) map variables in scope to an address for the
visible binding. Value stores (σ) map these addresses to values (in
this case, closures); these may be thought of as a model of the heap.
Both these functions are partial and accumulate points as execution
progresses.
Evaluation of atomic expressions is handled by an auxiliary
function (A) which produces a value (clo) for an atomic expression in the context of a state (ς). This is done by a lookup in the
environment and store for variable references (x), and by closure
creation for λ-abstractions (lam). In a language containing syntactic literals, these would be translated into equivalent semantic
values here.
A : AE × Σ * Value
A(x, (call , ρ, σ)) , σ(ρ(x))
A(lam, (call , ρ, σ)) , (lam, ρ)
The transition relation (→Σ ) : Σ * Σ yields at most one
successor for a given predecessor in the state-space Σ. This is
defined:
ς

}|
{
z
((ae f ae 1 . . . ae j ), ρ, σ) →Σ (call 0 , ρ0 , σ 0 )
where

((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call 0 ), ρλ ) = A(ae f , ς)
vi = A(ae i , ς)
ρ0 = ρλ [xi 7→ ai ]
σ 0 = σ[ai 7→ vi ]
ai = (xi , |dom(σ)|)

Execution steps to the call-site body of the lambda invoked (as
given by the atomic-evaluation of ae f ). This closure’s environment
(ρλ ) is extended with a binding for each variable xi to a fresh
address ai (formally, an address is fresh if ai ∈
/ dom(σ) ∧ (ai =
ak =⇒ i = k)). A particular strategy for allocating a fresh
address is to pair the variable being allocated for with the current
number of points in the store. The store is extended with the atomic
evaluation of ae i for each of these addresses ai . A state becomes
stuck if (halt) is reached or if the program is malformed (e.g., a
free variable is encountered).
To fully evaluate a program call 0 using these transition rules,
we inject it into our state space using a helper I : Call → Σ:
I(call ) , (call , ∅, ∅)
We may now perform the standard lifting of (→Σ ) to a collecting
semantics defined over sets of states:
s ∈ S , P(Σ)
Our collecting relation (→S ) is a monotonic, total function that
gives a set including the trivially reachable state I(call 0 ) plus the
set of all states immediately succeeding those in its input.
s →S s0 , where
s0 = {ς 0 | ς ∈ s ∧ ς →Σ ς 0 } ∪ {I(call 0 )}

If the program call 0 terminates, iteration of (→S ) from ⊥ (i.e.,
the empty set ∅) does as well. That is, (→S )n (⊥) is a fixed point
containing call 0 ’s full program trace for some n ∈ N whenever
call 0 is a terminating program. No such n is guaranteed to exist in
the general case (when call 0 is a non-terminating program) as our
language (the untyped CPS λ-calculus) is Turing-equivalent, our
semantics is fully precise, and the state-space we defined is infinite.
4.2

longer use strong update when extending the store σ̂ 0 .
ς̂

z
}|
{
((ae f ae 1 . . . ae j ), ρ̂, σ̂)
where

d × Store
\
ςˆ ∈ Σ̂ , Call × Env
d , Var * Addr
[
ρ̂ ∈ Env
[ → Value
\
\ , Addr
σ̂ ∈ Store
[ , Var
â ∈ Addr

\
Â : AE × Σ̂ * Value
Â(x, (call , ρ̂, σ̂)) , σ̂(ρ̂(x))
Â(lam, (call , ρ̂, σ̂)) , {(lam, ρ̂)}
The abstract transition relation ( Σ ) ⊆ Σ̂ × Σ̂ yields any
number of successors for a given predecessor in the state-space Σ̂.
As mentioned when introducing AAM, there are two fundamental
changes required using this approach. Because abstract addresses
can become bound to multiple closures in the store and atomic
evaluation produces a flow set containing zero or more closures,
one successor state results for each closure bound to the address
for ae f . Also, due to the relationality of abstract stores, we can no
∧

(call 0 , ρ̂0 , σ̂ 0 )

((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call 0 ), ρ̂λ ) ∈ Â(ae f , ςˆ)
ρ̂0 = ρ̂λ [xi 7→ âi ]
σ̂ 0 = σ̂ t [âi 7→ v̂i ]
âi = xi

A weak update is performed on the store instead which results in
the least upper bound of the existing store and each new binding.
Join on abstract stores distributes point-wise:
σ̂ t σ̂ 0 , λâ. σ̂(â) ∪ σ̂ 0 (â)
Unless it is desirable, and provably safe to do so [39], we never
remove closures already seen. Instead, we strictly accumulate every
closure bound to each â (i.e., abstract closures which simulate
closures bound to addresses which â simulates) over the lifetime
of the program. A flow set for an address â indicates a range of
values which over-approximates all possible concrete values that
can flow to any concrete address approximated by â. For example,
if a concrete machine binds (y, 345) 7→ clo 1 and (y, 903) 7→ clo 2 ,
c 1 , clo
c 2 }.
its monovariant approximation might bind y 7→ {clo
Precision is lost for (y, 345) both because its value has been merged
c 2 , and because the environments for clo
c 1 and clo
c 2 in-turn
with clo
generalize over many possible addresses for their free variables (the
c 1 is less precise than that in clo 1 ).
environment in clo
To approximately evaluate a program according to these abstract
semantics, we first define an abstract injection function, Î, where
the store begins as a function, ⊥, that maps every abstract address
to the empty set.

d
\ , P(Clo)
v̂ ∈ Value
c ∈ Clo
d , Lam × Env
d
clo
Value stores are now total functions mapping abstract addresses to
a flow set (v̂) of zero or more abstract closures. This allows a range
of values to merge and inhabit a single abstract address, introducing
imprecision into our abstract semantics, but also allowing for a
finite state space and a guarantee of computability. To begin, we
[ with a single address for each
use a monovariant address set Addr
syntactic variable. This choice (and its alternatives) is at the heart
of our present topic and will be returned to shortly.
Evaluation of atomic expressions is handled by an auxiliary
function (Â) which produces a flow set (v̂) for an atomic expression in the context of an abstract state (ˆ
ς ). In the case of closure
creation, a singleton flow set is produced.

Σ

v̂i = Â(ae i , ςˆ)

An Abstract Operational Semantics

Now that we have formalized program evaluation using our concrete semantics as iteration to a (possibly infinite) fixed point, we
are ready to design a computable approximation of this fixed point
(the exact program trace) using abstract interpretation. Previous
work has explored a wide variety of approaches to systematically
abstracting a semantics like these [25, 37, 57]. Broadly construed,
the nature of these changes is to simultaneously finitize the domains
of our machine while introducing non-determinism both into the
transition relation (multiple successor states may immediately follow a predecessor state) and the store (multiple values may become
conflated at a single address). We use a finite address space to cut
the otherwise mutually recursive structure of values (closures) and
environments. (Without addresses and a value store, environments
map variables directly to closures and closures contain environments). A finite address space yields a finite state space overall and
ensures the computability of our analysis. Typographically, components unique to this abstract abstract machine wear hats so we can
tell them apart without confusing essential underlying roles:

∧

Î : Call → Σ̂
Î(call ) , (call , ∅, ⊥)
We again lift ( Σ ) to obtain a collecting semantics (
fined over sets of states:
∧

∧

S

) de-

ŝ ∈ Ŝ , P(Σ̂)
Our collecting relation ( S ) is a monotonic, total function that
gives a set including the trivially reachable finite-state Î(call 0 )
plus the set of all states immediately succeeding those in its input.
∧

ŝ

∧

S

ŝ0 , where

ŝ0 = {ˆ
ς 0 | ςˆ ∈ ŝ ∧ ςˆ

∧

Σ

ςˆ0 } ∪ {Î(call 0 )}

[ (and thus Σ̂) is now finite, we know the approximate
Because Addr
evaluation of even a non-terminating call 0 will terminate. That is,
for some n ∈ N, the value ( S )n (⊥) is guaranteed to be a fixed
point containing an approximation of call 0 ’s full concrete program
trace [55].
∧

4.2.1

Extension to Larger Languages

Setting up a semantics for real language features such as conditionals, primitive operations, direct-style recursion, or exceptions,
is no more difficult, if more verbose. Supporting direct-style recursion, for example, requires an explicit stack as continuations are
no longer baked into the source text by CPS conversion. Handling
other forms is often as straightforward as including an additional
transition rule for each. Consider inclusion of a set! form, en-

abling a direct modeling of effects:

O(n)

call ∈ Call ::= (set! x aev aeκ )










| ...
We simply extend the definitions of (→Σ ) and ( Σ ) to include a
new transition rule. In our abstract semantics this might look like:
∧
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Figure 2. The value space of stores.

v̂ = Â(ae v , ςˆ)
ρ̂0 = ρ̂κ [x0 7→ â0 ][x 7→ âx ]

Diagrammatically this is:

σ̂ 0 = σ̂ t [â0 7→ {void}] t [âx 7→ v̂]
â0 = x0

This assumes the Scheme-like behavior of having set!-forms return void and that void is permitted within flow sets.
d + {void})
\ , P(Clo
v̂ ∈ Value
4.3

Soundness

An analysis is sound if the information it provides about a program represents an accurate bound on the behavior of all possible
concrete executions. The kind of control-flow information the analysis of section 4.2 obtains is a conservative over-approximation of
program behavior. It places an upper bound on the propagation of
closures though a program.
To establish such a relationship between a concrete and abstract
semantics, we use Galois connections. A monotone Galois connection is a pair of monotonic functions connecting two lattices which
uniquely define one another in the following way:
αS : S → Ŝ

→

s −
−−−S−
→ s0




αS y⊆
αS y⊆

âx = x

γS : Ŝ → S

∧

ŝ −
−−−S−
→ ŝ0
Both constructing analyses using Galois connections and proving
them sound using Galois connections has been extensively explored in the literature [10, 37, 50, 57]. Analyses of the style we
constructed in this section have previously been proven sound using the above method [36].
4.4

Store Widening

Various forms of widening and further approximations may be
layered on top of the naı̈ve analysis ( S ). One such approximation is store widening, which is necessary for our analysis to be
polynomial-time in the size of the program. To see why store
widening is so important, let us consider the complexity of an analysis using ( S ). The height of the power-set lattice (Ŝ, ∪, ∩) is the
number of elements in Σ̂ which is the product of call sites, environments, and stores. A standard worklist algorithm at most does work
proportional to the number of states it can discover [40]. Even in
the monovariant case, analysis run-time is thus in:
∧

∧

αS (s) ⊆ ŝ ⇐⇒ s ⊆ γS (ŝ)
We use α to formalize a notion of abstraction, while γ encodes concretization. A family of functions αcomp map machine components
in the concrete semantics to their most precise representative in the
abstract semantics. A corresponding family of functions γcomp map
entities in the abstract machine to a set of concrete entities such
that Id v γ ◦ α, placing a strict bound on the concrete executions
represented by an analysis result. For the monovariant analysis of
section 4.2, a suitable Galois connection may be defined:
αS (s) , {αΣ (ς) | ς ∈ s}
αΣ (call , ρ, σ) , (call , αEnv (ρ), αStore (σ))
αEnv (ρ) , {(x, αAddr (a)) | (x, a) ∈ ρ}
G
αStore (σ) ,
[αAddr (a) 7→ {αClo (clo)}]
(a,clo)∈σ

αClo (lam, ρ) , (lam, αEnv (ρ))
αAddr (x, n) , x
This abstraction function (αS ) uniquely defines its corresponding
concretization function (γS ). Using this defined notion of simulation, we may show that our abstract semantics approximates the
concrete semantics by proving that simulation is preserved across
transition:
αS (s) ⊆ ŝ ∧ s →S s0 =⇒ ŝ

∧

S

ŝ0 ∧ αS (s0 ) ⊆ ŝ0

\
|Store|
d|
|Call|×|Env

z}|{
z}|{
2
O( n × 2n )
The number of syntactic points in an input program is in O(n). In
the monovariant case, environments map variables to themselves
and are isomorphic to the sets of free variables that may be determined for each syntactic point. The number of addresses produced
by our monovariant analysis is in O(n) as these are either syntactic variables or expressions. The number of value stores may be
visualized as a table of possible mappings from every address to every abstract closure—each may be included in a given store or not
as seen in Figure 2. The number of abstract closures is in O(n)
because lambdas uniquely determine a monovariant environment.
(The same is true of call sites and their monovariant environments
within states ςˆ.) This times the number of addresses gives O(n2 )
possible additions to the value store.
The crux of the issue is that, in exploring a naı̈ve state-space
(where each state is specific to a whole store), we may explore
both sides of every diamond in the store lattice. All combinations
of possible bindings in a store may need to be explored, including
every alternate path up the store lattice. For example, along one
c 1 before
explored path we might extend an address â1 with clo
c 2 , and along another path we might add these
extending it with clo
c 2 before clo
c 1 ). We might also
closures in the reverse order (i.e., clo
c
extend another address â2 with clo 1 either before or after either
of these cases, and so forth. This potential for exponential blow-

up is unavoidable without further widening or coarser structural
abstraction.
Global-store widening is an essential technique for combating
exponential blow up. This lifts the store alongside a set of reachable
states instead of nesting them inside states ςˆ. To formalize this,
we define new widened state spaces that pair a set of reachable
configurations (states sans stores) with a single, global value store
we maintain as the least upper bound of all stores we encounter
during analysis. Instead of accumulating whole stores, and thereby
all possible sequences of additions within such stores, the analysis
strictly accumulates new values in the store in the same way ( S )
accumulates reachable states in a collection ŝ:
\
ξˆ ∈ Ξ̂ , R̂ × Store
[state-spaces]
∧

r̂ ∈ R̂ , P(Ĉ)

[reachable configurations]

d
ĉ ∈ Ĉ , Call × Env

[configurations]

A widened transfer function ( Ξ ) may then be defined that, like
( S ), is a monotonic, total function we may iterate to a fixed point.
∧

∧

(

∧

Ξ

) : Ξ̂ → Ξ̂

This may be defined in terms of ( Σ ), as was ( S ), by transitioning each reachable configuration using the global store to yield a
new set of reachable configurations and a set of stores whose least
upper bound is the new global store:
∧

(r̂, σ̂)

∧

Ξ

∧

(r̂0 , σ̂ 00 ), where

ŝ0 = {ˆ
ς 0 | (call , ρ̂) ∈ r̂ ∧ (call , ρ̂, σ̂)
0

0

0

0

0

0

∧

Σ

ςˆ0 } ∪ {Î(call 0 )}

0

r̂ = {(call , ρ̂ ) | (call , ρ̂ , σ̂ ) ∈ ŝ }
G 0
σ̂ 00 =
σ̂
( , ,σ̂ 0 )∈ŝ0

In this definition, an underscore (wildcard) matches anything. The
height of the R̂ lattice is linear (as environments are monovariant)
and the height of the store lattices are quadratic (as each global
store is strictly extended). Each extension of the store may require
O(n) transitions because at any given store, we must transition
every configuration to be sure to obtain any changes to the store
or otherwise reach a fixed point. A traditional worklist algorithm
for computing a fixed point is thus cubic:
\
|Store|

|Ĉ|
z}|{
z}|{
O( n × n2 )

Using advanced bit-packing techniques [35], the best known algon3
rithm for global-store-widened 0-CFA is in O( log
).
n

5.

Allocation as a Tunable Parameter

In the previous section, we systematically developed a globalstore-widened analysis of CPS λ-calculus based on a concrete
abstract-machine semantics. It is a monovariant analysis which
means each syntactic variable or intermediate expression we track
during analysis receives exactly one flow set to over-approximate
all its possible values. A closely related term is context insensitive,
which means insensitive to any form of context and is a broader
term that may, for example, include analyses less precise than this
as well. In Section 4.2, the crucial propositional statement (among
those defining our abstract transition relation ( Σ )) which made
the analysis monovariant was this one:
∧

âi = xi
For each allocation, an address is produced which is unique only to
the syntactic variable being allocated for.

The goal of this section will be to produce a parametric seman] that only varies this
tics which may be tuned by an allocator alloc
aspect of the analysis, but may do so without restriction. Although
we will formalize this parametric semantics on its own, in the context of our ( S )-analysis the primary change looks like:
∧

] i , ςˆ)
âi = alloc(x
This would allow us to define monovariance as a tuning of this
function:
] 0CFA (x, ς˜) , x
alloc
An equivalence relation on these addresses may be lifted from a
notion of equality for syntax, however we must either affix unique
labels to every program expression or assume that two identical
pieces of syntax found in the same program are syntactically unequal. For simplicity, we assume the latter.
The least polyvariant analysis has an allocator which produces
even fewer distinct addresses—in fact, only a single address >
which over-approximates all concrete addresses in any precise evaluation of the target:
] > (x, ς˜) , >
alloc
We might call this the univariant allocation scheme because it
produces only a single address and smashes all program values
together. Even an analysis as imprecise as this could have a use.
For example, univariant allocation would make for an exceptionally
cheap analysis powering dead-code elimination.
Instead of defining a set of abstract addresses explicitly as done
in Section 4.2, we can now allow this set to be defined implicitly
by the image or codomain of the allocation function. This does
mean that for an analysis to be computable, the allocator must
only produce a finite number of abstract addresses. An allocator
which does not produce a finite number of addresses, essentially an
infinitely polyvariant allocation strategy, may be used to tune our
analysis to concrete evaluation:
] ⊥ (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃)) , (x, |dom(σ̃)|)
alloc
This is also an example of a form of polyvariance which must
introspect on the current program state in order to produce an
address. Without looking at the current store (or using another
method), a concrete allocator is unable to ensure it always produces
a fresh address (and thus avoids all merging in the store). Being
able to represent concrete evaluation as a choice of allocator is
also useful because it allows us to write a precise interpreter and
a static analysis simultaneously as a single body of code. Along
with promoting code reuse and concision, this means testing either
one also aids the robustness and stability of the other [23].
Now we have seen three simple points within the design space
of allocation strategies and polyvariance. Univariant allocation and
concrete allocation frame this design space and represent two topmost and bottom-most strategies; monovariance lies between. Two
important questions are left to be answered about the correspondence between polyvariance and allocation, however. First, we
must consider whether there is any tuning of allocation which is
unsafe (i.e., leads to an unsound analysis) or which is not polyvariant. Second, we must consider whether there are polyvariant
strategies which may not be implemented as an allocator.
5.1 A Posteriori Soundness
The usual process for proving the soundness of an abstract interpretation is a priori in the sense that it may be performed entirely
before an analysis is executed. This is the kind of soundness theorem we described in Section 4.3. By contrast, Might and Manolios [38] describes an a posteriori soundness process where the
abstraction map cannot be fully constructed until after analysis.

This approach factors each α to separate the abstraction of addresses αAddr , producing a family of parametric maps β such that
β(αAddr ) = α. A non-deterministic abstract interpretation is then
constructed which simultaneously attempts all possible allocation
strategies. (This could also be an arbitrary allocation function without loss of generality.) After the analysis is performed, regardless
of the allocation strategy taken, a consistent abstraction map may
be constructed a posteriori which justifies each choice of abstract
address whatever it may have been. It is then always possible to
plug this Galois connection for addresses into the parametric Galois connection defined by β to obtain a complete connection and
proof of soundness.
What is special about the allocation of abstract addresses which
could make even a random number generator a sound choice of
allocator? Clearly we couldn’t define the operation of most other
components of our abstract machine randomly and still guarantee a sound analysis. Intuitively, it is because in a concrete evaluation of any program, we may select a fresh and unique address
for every new allocation. (In fact, we might justify a garbage collection scheme as safe by showing that when an address becomes
unreachable it may be reclaimed and the semantics are guaranteed
to remain equivalent to allocating a fresh address.) Allocating a sequence of fresh, unique addresses which are never duplicates of
previous concrete addresses is thus a central characteristic of what
it means to be a concrete allocator. Whatever the behavior of abstract address allocation then, no inconsistency may arise in the
αAddr it induces because of just this property. No concrete address
may become abstracted to two different abstract addresses along
the sound abstract program trace because no concrete address is
allocated more than once.
To illustrate this point, consider Figure 3. It shows a program
call 0 being injected into a starting state, ς0 , and evaluated step
by step. A static analysis performed by iterating an abstract transition relation will produce a transition graph, but for the analysis
to be sound, the concrete program trace must abstract to some path
through this graph. Such a path is illustrated below, spurious transitions dangling from it. Dotted lines are used to illustrate “abstracts
to” relationships for states and addresses (points in αΣ and αAddr ).
If a concrete machine and its abstract machine are simulated in
lock-step, each abstract transition which allocates an address has
two choices: either it can allocate an address âi it has allocated before, or it may allocate a new address âi . In both cases, it is deciding what the corresponding (necessarily fresh) concrete address ai
must abstract to in αAddr . In this way, a bisimulation incrementally
builds up an abstraction map for addresses, incrementally adding
each point [ai 7→ âi ], one at a time.
In the original presentation of the a posteriori soundness theorem, Might and Manolios state an assumption which says that
each new abstraction map αAddr [ai 7→ âi ] must be consistent
with whatever partial abstraction map αAddr was built up previously. No further intuitions were given for this assumption, though
it is actually the central property which allows the entire a posteriori soundness process to work. For the abstraction induced by
the pairing of a concrete allocator and abstract allocator to be inconsistent, the same concrete address would need to be abstracted
to two different abstract addresses. Because a concrete allocator
must, by definition, produce a fresh address for every invocation, no
such inconsistency is possible, regardless of the abstract allocator
chosen. Each αAddr [ai 7→ âi ] must be consistent with αAddr because the concrete address, ai , cannot already be present in αAddr .
This makes abstract allocation a tunable analysis parameter with
the unique property that every possible tuning results in a sound
analysis.
We may now review the a posteriori soundness theorem in the
context of AAM.

call 0
ς0

ςˆ0

a0

â0
...

ς1

a1

ςˆ1

ς2

ςˆ2
...

a2

â1

ς3

ςˆ3

...

a3

â2

ς4

a4

ςˆ5 · · ·

ςˆ4

...

ς5 · · ·

...

...

Figure 3. All strategies for allocation induce a consistent Galois
connection for addresses.
Theorem 5.1 (A posteriori soundness). If (ς, a) is a concrete execution where ς is a sequence of states and a = ha0 , a1 , a2 , . . .i is
the sequence of concrete addresses allocated, and if some ( S ) is
a dependent simulation [38] of (→Σ ) under β (dependent only on
finding an abstraction map for addresses), and if ŝ is a closed abstract transition graph over states, then there must exist an abstraction map for addresses, αAddr , such that ŝ is a sound simulation of
(ς, a) under the abstraction map β(αAddr ).
∧

Proof. (Summary of [38].) We proceed by performing an a posteriori construction of αAddr . This is done by building up a simulating
sequence of abstract states ς̂ = hˆ
ς0 , ςˆ1 , ςˆ2 , . . .i, their respective abstract addresses ã = hã0 , ã1 , ã2 , . . .i, and a sequence of partial address abstraction maps α = hα0 , α1 , . . .i. Let N be the length of ς
and the initial abstraction map α0 be ⊥. At each step a next abstract
address âi (or several for multiple-argument lambdas) and abstract
state ςˆi may be chosen simultaneously and non-deterministically
from a non-empty set of candidate transitions guaranteed to exist by the dependent simulation condition [38]. Each new point
[ai 7→ âi ] is accumulated into an updated intermediate abstraction map αi = αi−1 [ai 7→ âi ] which inductively builds up αAddr
in its limit:
αAddr = lim αi
i→N

Then ς̂ in ŝ is a simulation of (ς, a) with respect to β(αAddr ).
5.2

Introspection and Instrumentation

Now we may consider whether or not any strategy for polyvariance
can be implemented as a tuning of the allocation function. What
about more precise forms of call sensitivity, 1-CFA or 2-CFA? A 1call sensitive allocator can be defined by introspecting on the state
being transitioned from and incorporating the most recent call site
into the address being produced:
] 1CFA (x, (call , , )) , (xi , call )
alloc
This makes addresses (and their flow sets) unique to both the
variable x and the call site which preceded the binding. If we were
to attempt an implementation of a more precise variant of call
sensitivity however, like 2-CFA, we run into a problem because
our analysis simply does not include the information necessary to
guide this style of polyvariance. The current abstract state contains
the most recent call site passed through, but it does not include the
second most recent call site.
] 2CFA , we could instrument our core
To permit a tuning for alloc
flow analysis with a new fourth component of machine states that
specifically tracks the second most recent call site. If we were
to extend the analysis with such information, a 2-call sensitive
allocator could be defined:
] 2CFA (x, (call , , , call 0 )) , (xi , call , call 0 )
alloc
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Figure 4. Parameters to these semantics.
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Figure 5. Abstract domains for our parametric semantics.
In this case, call 0 is a new component of machine states that
represents the second most recent call site. Naturally, ( Σ ) and
Î would need to be extended to include this information.
Crucially, due to the a posteriori soundness theorem, we may
add whatever instrumentation is needed to guide the behavior of
an allocator. An analysis designer may wish to extend the core flow
analysis in a way which is sound with respect to a dynamic analysis
or instrumentation of the concrete semantics; however, even if the
analysis is extended with unsound information about a program,
this information can still be used to guide allocation behavior without any possibility of it causing unsoundness within the core flow
analysis (e.g., within the store). This means we may leave such instrumentation open as another parameter to a semantics and place
no restrictions on its behavior. Because we lose no expressivity in
this instrumentation, all conceivable allocation functions can be expressed as well. This means all strategies for merging and differentiation of abstract addresses (and their flow sets) are possible, and
thus all forms of polyvariance may be expressed as a combination
of some allocator and some instrumentation.

(

∧

5.3

A Parametric Semantics

Σ

) ⊆ Σ̃ × Σ̃

ς̃

}|
{
z
((ae f ae 1 . . . ae j ), ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)
where

~
Σ

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃0 )

((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call 0 ), ρ̃λ ) ∈ Ã(ae f , ς˜)
ṽi = Ã(ae i , ς˜)
ρ̃0 = ρ̃λ [xi 7→ ãi ]
σ̃ 0 = σ̃ t [ãi 7→ ṽi ]
] i , ς˜)
ãi = alloc(x
ς˜

Inst

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃0 )

(N.B. this syntactic sugar.)

Figure 6. Transition rules for our parametric semantics.

CFA is a function of three arguments: a starting state, ς˜0 , which
specifies the program to interpret and its initial ι̃0 , an instrumenInst

In this section, we present a parametric semantics which may be
tuned by both an allocation function and an instrumentation (an
arbitrary extension of the analysis). Typographically, we switch
exclusively to using tildes to keep this machine distinct from the
machine of Section 4.
Our parametric semantics is encoded in a function:
start state

~

instrumentation

Inst

] it can produce) and the image of ( ) (the set of sets of I˜ it
Addr
can produce) are finite sets, then there must exist an n ∈ N such
] n (⊥) is a fixed point encoding a sound
that (CFA(˜
ς0 , , alloc))
analysis of ς˜0 using the instrumentation and style of polyvariance
specified.
Figure 4 shows the signatures of the three parameters to CFA.
] for the analysis to
The allocator defines a set of addresses Addr
Inst

Inst
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{
z}|{ z
g × Store
˜
^ → P(I))
CFA : Σ̃ × (Σ̃ × Call × Env
allocator

tation, ( ), which may be used to extend the core analysis ar] Given three such parameters,
bitrarily, and an allocator, alloc.
] yields a monotonic analysis function which
CFA(˜
ς0 , , alloc)
] (the set
may be iterated to a fixed point. If the image of alloc

analysis

z
}|
{
z }| {
] ) → (S̃ → S̃)
× (Var × Σ̃ → Addr

use. The instrumentation relation defines a set of instrumentation
data I˜ to extend the core flow analysis and enable a greater variety of allocators. An instrumentation is a function which, taking
the underlying analysis transition into account, determines the instrumentation data to be included in successor states. Although this
may not constrain the core flow analysis, to emphasize that it can
encode an entire analysis of its own, we use the following syntactic
sugar:
ς˜

Inst

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃0 ) ⇐⇒ ι̃0 ∈ ( )(˜
ς , call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 )
Inst

Figure 5 shows the remaining domains that the machine operates over. These are similar to the domains in Section 4 except that
states and configurations contain instrumentation data (ι̃) and addresses are specified implicitly by the allocator chosen.
Figure 6 defines the transition relation ( ~S ) yielded by CFA
when supplied with all its arguments, as well as a store-widened
version ( Ξ~ ) yielded by CFAO . There are three meaningful
changes from the semantics of Section 4, one for each parameter. First, the starting state ς˜0 is as provided and not produced by an
injection function (this allows the user to control the initial instrumentation data along with the program to be analyzed). Second,
] provided.
addresses ãi are constrained only by the allocator alloc
Inst

Third, the instrumentation function ( ) constrains the instrumentation data ι̃0 based on all other components of a transition.

6.

Allocation Characterizes Polyvariance

This section explores the design space opened up by a semantics
parameterized over both an instrumentation and an abstract allocator, showing how it encompasses a variety of previously published
polyvariant techniques, novel techniques, and variations on these.
6.1

Using a direct-style language, this difference would be easy to
formalize as a tuning of our parametric framework because the
difference between calls and returns is syntactically evident. Using
CPS, we must assume either partitioned CPS with both lambda
and cont forms which behave identically but are kept separate,
or we must assume this distinction is being encoded another way.
To demonstrate a tuning for call-only sensitivity, we assume a
predicate Ret : Call → Bool which returns true if and only
if the call site given was originally a return point (before CPS
conversion). We are only required to change the behavior of our
instrumentation:

( , , , take k (call :ι̃)) ¬Ret(call )
(call , , , ι̃) callonly(k)
Ret(call )
( , , , ι̃)
Inst

We can then instantiate our framework to a 2-call-only sensitive
analysis as follows:
CFA((call 0 , ∅, ⊥, ))(

call (k)

( , , , take k (call :ι̃))

The function take k returns the front at-most k elements of its input
as a new list. For this instrumentation to distinguish between two
syntactically equivalent call sites located in different parts of a
program, we assume two pieces of syntax are only equal when
they are the same piece of syntax from the same part of the same
program. This allows us to safely lift an equivalence relation on
syntax to an equivalence relation for addresses.
Inst

Using ( call (k) ), we may tune our analysis to implement k-CFA
using an allocator which incorporates these k-length call histories
in the addresses it produces.
] call (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) , (x, ι̃)
alloc
The parametric semantics of Section 5.3 can be tuned to recapitulate the k-call sensitive style of polyvariance for a program call 0
using the parameterization:
CFA((call 0 , ∅, ⊥, ),
6.1.1

Inst

]
call (k) , alloc call )

Ambiguity in k-CFA

The original formulation of k-CFA was described as tracking a
history of the last k call sites execution passed through, however,
it was applied to a CPS intermediate representation. After a CPS
transformation, every return point has been encoded as a call site.
This means, as implemented, k-CFA was actually tracking a history
of the first k call sites or return points. A call sensitivity which only
remembers call sites and not return points is a somewhat different
form of polyvariance from what Shivers originally formalized [52].

] call )
)(alloc

(let ([id (lambda (x) x)]
[f (lambda (g) (let ([v (g)]) v))])
(f (lambda () (id #f)))
(f (lambda () (id #t))))

Call-sensitive instrumentation tracks a history of up to k call sites
for use in differentiating addresses.
Inst

callonly(2)

We can also produce tunings which represent an analysis that remembers only return points or an analysis sensitive to the top k
stack frames. This means there are at least four reasonable interpretations of k-CFA which resolve the ambiguity between its original description and its original formalization. Each of these four
styles of polyvariance are subtly different and may yield a different
analysis result. Furthermore, none of these four styles of polyvariance strictly dominates the precision of any other. For each we can
find examples where that specific interpretation of k-CFA produces
the best result. For example, the following snippet of Racket code
(before CPS conversion) differentiates call+return sensitivity and
call-only sensitivity.

Call Sensitivity (k-CFA)

(call , , , ι̃)

Inst

The last call before binding v a first time is (id #f), but the second
time it is (id #t). This means a 1-call-only sensitive analysis will
keep both addresses bound to v distinct. The last call or return
before binding v however, is the identity function’s return point x
in both cases. This means a 1-call+return style of polyvariance will
merge both #t and #f at a single address for v.
Different styles of polyvariance represent different heuristics for
the trade-off between precision and complexity and may strike a
poor balance on one program while striking an excellent balance
on another. Having a safe parametric framework which can so easily instantiate any conceivable heuristic could prove an important
step in understanding which styles of polyvariance work best in
what situations and thereby inform us how to better adapt the polyvariance used to suite a particular target of analysis.
6.1.2

Variable Call Sensitivity

Wright and Jagannathan’s polymorphic splitting is a form of adaptive call sensitivity inspired by let-polymorphism where the degree of polyvariance can vary between functions [60]. The number
of let-form binding expressions (right-hand sides) a lambda was
originally defined within (in the case of our language, before CPS
conversion) forms a simple heuristic for its call sensitivity when
invoked. To implement k-call sensitivity with a per-function k, we
assume a parameter function L : Call → N that takes the body of a
lambda and gives back a k for its let-depth (or any other heuristic
for varying the maximum length call history).
(call , , , ι̃)

Inst

Lcalls(L)

(call 0 , , , take (L(call 0 )) (call :ι̃))

This call history is then used for allocating addresses.
] Lcalls (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) , (x, ι̃)
alloc
Because all parameterizations of our semantics are sound, all possible heuristics L are too. No tuning of L can produce an infinite
k, only arbitrarily large k. In the case of polymorphic-splitting, because no program can contain an infinite nesting of let-forms, every program has a let-polymorphic tuning of L.
This instrumentation and allocator generalize the behavior of
polymorphic splitting and could be further generalized by adding a
function like Ret from the previous subsection for selecting which
call sites to include in the history to begin with. In this way, call
sensitivity can be seen as a wide design space itself within the
broader design space of polyvariant allocation strategies.
6.2

propagated along with the objects. Each transition then yields a
successor for each possible allocation history associated with a
receiving object. If global-store widening is used for an analysis,
a similar form of widening might be used for object-sensitivities
stores.
ς̃

}|
{
z
((ae f . . . ae j ), ρ̃, , (σ̃O , Õ))

obj (k)

0
(call 0 , ρ̃0 , , (σ̃O
, Õ0 ))

0

where ((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call ), ) ∈ Ã(ae f , ς˜)
f ∈ Ã(ae i , ς˜)
obj
i

0
f )
Õ0 ∈ σ̃O
(ρ̃0 (x0 ), obj
0
0
σ̃O
= σ̃O t

Object Sensitivity

G

f ) 7→ {take k ((ae f . . . ae j ) : Õ)}]
[(ρ̃0 (xi ), obj
i

ae i =(vector ...)

Smaragdakis et al. [53] distinguishes multiple variants of object
sensitivity, first described by Milanova et al. [41]. This style of
context sensitivity is entirely different from call sensitivity and uses
a history of the allocation points for objects to guide polyvariance.
We temporarily extend our language with a vector-form to
represent simple objects and present a faithful tuning for object
sensitivity.
ae ∈ AE ::= lam | x | vec
vec ∈ Vec ::= (vector x . . . )
We define abstract-object values permitted within flow sets (tuples
of pointers):
g + Obj
g)
^ , P(Clo
ṽ ∈ Value
f ∈ Obj
g , Addr
]
obj

Inst

∗

And give vector syntax an interpretation in the atomic-expression
evaluator:
Ã(x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) = σ̃(ρ̃(x))
Ã(lam, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) = {(lam, ρ̃)}
Ã((vector x0 . . . xj ), (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)) =
{(ρ̃(x0 ), . . . ρ̃(xj ))}
As the fields of our objects are effectively each vector’s indices, and because these are strictly kept distinct instead of being
merged, we can call this representation for vectors field sensitive
[34]. Flow sets for objects look like {(ã1 , ã2 , ã3 ), . . .} and not like
{ã1 , ã2 , ã3 , . . .}, preserving the relationship between keys and values. Allowing these lists of addresses within flow sets is not a new
source of unboundedness in the machine because the longest possible list is the length of the longest vector form in the finite program text.
In Smaragdakis’ framework, k-full-object sensitivity tracks the
allocation point of each object, the allocation point for the object
which created it, and so forth. In our extended CPS language, the
zeroth parameter to a function is its receiving object.
Õ ∈ Call∗
g → P(Call∗ )
] × Obj
σ̃O ∈ Addr
Each state is extended with a current allocation history, Õ, and
an object-sensitivities store, σ̃O , which maps an abstract object at
an address to a set of possible allocation histories for that object.
Each transition extends σ̃O with a new allocation history (produced
by extending the current allocation history Õ with a new allocation
point, the current call site) for each ae i that constructs a new object.
Existing objects bound to a variable (some yi ) have their histories

t

G

f ) 7→ σ̃O (ρ̃(yi ), obj
f )]
[(ρ̃0 (xi ), obj
i
i

ae i =yi

An allocator for this style of polyvariance then pairs each variable with the current allocation history (ignoring the sensitivities
store which only needs to be used internally).
] obj (x, ( , , , (σ̃O , Õ))) , (x, Õ)
alloc
Smaragdakis, et al. [53] and Lhoták and Hendren [31] find object sensitivity to be particularly efficient for object-oriented languages in their empirical investigations using the Java DaCapo
and SpecJVM benchmarks. Kastrinis and Smaragdakis [27] present
combinations of object and call sensitivity. Combinations of styles
of polyvariance can also be accomplished by a tuning of instrumentation and allocation. Section 6.5 presents a general method
for combining multiple styles of polyvariance.
6.2.1

Closure Sensitivity

Inspired by object sensitivity, we formalize a novel analogue for
functional languages called closure sensitivity. In this style of polyvariance, we view closures as the fundamental objects of higherorder languages (in the terminology of object-oriented languages,
they are their own receivers) and associate them with closurecreation histories directly. No changes need to be made to our CPS
language and its semantics.
ς̃

}|
{
z
((ae f . . . ae j ), ρ̃, , (σ̃O , Õ))

Inst

clo(k)

0
(call 0 , ρ̃0 , , (σ̃O
, Õ0 ))

0

where ((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call ), ρ̃λ ) ∈ Ã(ae f , ς˜)
f i ∈ Ã(ae i , ς˜)
clo
G 0
0
f i ) 7→ {take k ((ae f . . . ae j ) : Õ)}]
σ̃O = σ̃O t
[(ρ̃ (xi ), clo
ae i =(lambda ...)

t

G

f i ) 7→ σ̃O (ρ̃(yi ), clo
f i )]
[(ρ̃0 (xi ), clo

(
ae i =yi
{take k ((ae f . . . ae j ) : Õ)}
ae f = (lambda
Õ ∈
σ̃O (ρ̃(yf ), ((λ (x0 . . . ) call 0 ), ρ̃λ )) ae f = yf
0

...)

Instead of vectors, closures created at the current call site become
bound to the current allocation history (extended with the current
call site) across each transition. Instead of the zeroth argument
being used to determine successor-state allocation history, the value
in call position is used.
] clo (x, ( , , , (σ̃O , Õ))) , (x, Õ)
alloc
6.3

Argument Sensitivity

Agesen [1] introduces a Cartesian product algorithm (CPA) as an
enhancement to a type recovery algorithm (which can be viewed as

an abstract interpretation where dynamic program types are used
as abstract values). We will consider the source of imprecision that
the original formulation attempts to address, generalize its solution
as a form of polyvariance in our approach, and discuss CPA’s
complexity and precision relative to call and object sensitivity.
The basic algorithm, that CPA extends, assigns a flow set of
dynamic types for each variable in the program, it establishes constraints based on the program text, and it propagates values until all
these constraints have been met. The primary method for overcoming this merging, is introduced as the p-level expansion algorithm
of Oxhøj et al. [43]—a polyvariant type-inference algorithm and
analogue to the call-string histories of Harrison and then Shivers,
where the use of p parallels that of k in k-CFA. This is shown to be
insufficient however, as the authors of CPA give a case of merging
which cannot be overcome by any value of p. Besson [5] further
illustrates this point in the context of Java, claiming “CPA beats
∞-CFA”.
The original motivating example for CPA was a polymorphic
max function:
... (let ([max (lambda (a b) (if (> a b) a b))])
...)
Here, the only constraint for an input to max is that it support
comparison, so a call (max “a” “at”) makes as much sense as
a call (max 2 5). However, if both these calls are made with a
sufficient amount of obfuscating call (or object) history behind
them, merging will cause the flow sets for both a and b to each
include both string and int (i.e., abstract values for those types).
This is imprecise as it implies that a call (max 2 “at”) is possible,
even when it is not. The problem then, can be summarized as
the existence of spurious inter-argument patterns which become
inevitable when the flow sets for different syntactic arguments are
entirely distinct.
The solution that CPA proposes is to replace flow sets of perargument types, with flow sets of per-function tuples of types. In
such an analysis, the function max itself would be typed
{(int, int), (string, string) . . .} preserving inter-argument
patterns and eliminating spurious calls where the types don’t match.
In essence, this change makes flow sets for each argument
specific to the entire tuple of types received in a call. This suggests
that, although no amount of call history will ensure the preservation
of inter-argument correlations, a form of polyvariance which makes
addresses specific to a tuple of abstract values for arguments can.
We must be careful here in extending this idea to an allocator
for our CPS language. If a tuple of closures is included inside addresses, the mutual recursion of addresses, closures, and environments makes the analysis unbounded. Instead, we assume a helper
function T which further abstracts abstract values so they cannot
contain addresses. For an approach especially similar to CPA itself,
we might define T so it yields types. For a functional language,
we can define T so that it strips environments out of closures and
leaves just a set of syntactic lambdas. For example:
˜ , {lam | (lam, ρ̃) ∈ d}
˜
T (d)
In a sense, syntactic lambdas are at least as specific as a type (their
type signature, whatever type system is used) whether or not that
type is known a priori by an analysis [14].
With this, we may define an argument sensitive style of polyvariance, like CPA, as an abstract allocator.
ς̃

z
}|
{
] CPA (x, ((ae f ae 0 . . . ae j ), , , ))
alloc
= (x, (T (Ã(ae 0 , ς˜)), . . . , T (Ã(ae j , ς˜))))
We can also observe how easy it would be to construct less precise variations of this allocator by including only some arguments

within addresses. For example, including only the first argument
might yield enough precision in many cases:
ς̃

z
}|
{
] arg (x, ((ae f ae 0 . . . ae j ), , , ))
alloc
0

= (x, T (Ã(ae 0 , ς˜)))
We could even vary the arguments an analysis is sensitive to on
a per-function basis like we did for polymorphic splitting in Section 6.1.2.
Like call sensitivity and object sensitivity, CPA can be of exponential complexity in the size of the program and is exceedingly
impractical for use on sufficiently complex input programs. CPA is
also, however, an excellent illustration of the principal that, in practice, more precision can also lead to smaller model sizes and faster
analysis times. Where CPA improves precision, it is also fastest,
and where CPA is unnecessary and delivers no improvement over
k-CFA, it is enormously inefficient. For a function like max, one
where the types of the arguments should match, CPA accumulates
only a single value for each type that can flow to the function.
For a function where all combinations of arguments are possible,
CPA requires each combination to be enumerated explicitly. k-CFA
implies all inter-argument combinations for equal precision at far
greater efficiency. This would seem to support an effort to discover
more adaptive variations on CPA.
6.4

Extreme-Precision Allocators

We can even further generalize the central idea of CPA to consider
forms of polyvariance which preserves inter-address correlations in
the store. What about an extreme case for the precision of an allocator where an analysis allocates addresses specific to entire stores
(or portions of stores, or specific addresses in the store). As it turns
out, we can even recover all the precision lost through structurally
store widening as a form of store-sensitive polyvariance.
We assume the underlying allocator (in a store-sensitive setting)
] and its instrumentation is . Using these, we may produce
is alloc
an instrumentation for recovering store sensitivity within a structurally store widened parametric semantics by rebuilding the statespecific environments and stores lost due to store widening.
Inst
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((ae f ae 0 . . . ae j ), ρ̃, σ̃, (ι̃, ρ̃Σ , σ̃Σ ))
Inst

]
ss(alloc,

where

Inst

)

0
(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , (ι̃0 , ρ̃0Σ , σ̃Σ
))

((λ (x0 . . . xj ) call 0 ), ρ̃λ ) ∈ Ã(ae f , ς˜)
ṽi = Ã(ae i , ς˜)
ρ̃0Σ = ρ̃λ [xi 7→ ãi ]
0
σ̃Σ
= σ̃Σ t [ãi 7→ ṽi ]

] i , ς˜)
ãi = alloc(x
((ae f ae 0 . . . ae j ), ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃)

Inst

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃0 )

We then use an allocator which embeds these recovered exact
environments and stores to differentiate addresses.
] ss (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, (ι̃, ρ̃Σ , σ̃Σ ))) , (x, call , ρ̃Σ , σ̃Σ )
alloc
Using a similar instrumentation which rebuilds exact environments,
we can also recover the full environment sensitivity lost through
closure conversion, or the use of mCFA or poly-k-CFA.
] es (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, (ι̃, ρ̃Σ ))) , (x, call , ρ̃Σ )
alloc
In this way we can observe that some important forms of coarser
structural abstraction (store widening and the use of flat environments) are encompassed by our design space for polyvariance.

6.5

Combining Forms of Polyvariance

For two forms of polyvariance, we may combine them by essentially taking the product of their instrumentations and the product
of their allocators. Consider two forms of polyvariance character] 0 paired with ( 0 ) and alloc
] 1 paired with ( 1 ), reized by alloc
spectively.
We can produce a new instrumentation which compiles the
Inst

information added by both (

Inst

(call , ρ̃, σ̃, (ι̃0 , ι̃1 ))
where

Inst

0)

and (

Inst

×

Inst

1 ):

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , (ι̃00 , ι̃01 ))

(call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃0 )

Inst

(call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃1 )

Inst

0

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃00 )

1

(call 0 , ρ̃0 , σ̃ 0 , ι̃01 )

Likewise, we can produce a new allocator which returns an
] 0 and alloc
] 1:
address specific to both addresses returned by alloc
] × (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, (ι̃0 , ι̃1 ))) ,
alloc
] 0 (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃0 )), alloc
] 1 (x, (call , ρ̃, σ̃, ι̃1 )))
(alloc

7.

Conclusion

We have defined the polyvariance of abstract abstract machines,
consistent with previous uses of the term, to mean the degree to
which program values at runtime are differentiated into some number of distinct static approximations of their dynamic behavior. In
a store-passing abstract interpreter, this differentiation is uniquely
and entirely determined by the strategy used for the allocation of
addresses.
To show both that all strategies for sound polyvariant analysis
may be implemented as an allocator and that all allocators yield a
sound polyvariant analysis, we employ the a posteriori soundness
process of Might and Manolios and permit arbitrary instrumentation to guide the behavior of allocation within the core flow analysis. Our approach both allows us to easily recapitulate classic styles
of polyvariance and to develop new variations and combinations of
these. We are able to distinguish multiple flavors of call sensitivity,
resolving an ambiguity in the original formulation of k-CFA, and
encompass fundamental variations on the structure of an analysis.
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